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Abstract—To support situation awareness, the benefit of using
a variety of sources is undeniable although it brings additional
challenges related to possible conflicting information, heterogene-
ity in data formats, semantics, uncertainty types, and information
quality. Information and source quality are intertwined concepts
which assessments connect with the evaluation of uncertainty
handling in information fusion solutions. While the Uncertainty
Representation Reasoning Evaluation Framework (URREF) on-
tology focuses on assessment criteria, peripheral concepts still
play a critical role. In this paper, we propose an Information
and Source Quality (ISQ) ontology formalising the relationships
between information-related concepts, and discuss information
interpretation in support of Maritime Situation Awareness.
Specifically, this paper links the concepts of Information Source,
Dataset and Piece of Information, and connects them to the
corresponding quality concepts. Such concepts link to the upper
level concepts of the URREF ontology Source (of information)
and data Quality. The ontology further expands to the uncertainty
modelling and the algorithm design. We conclude on future
work and identify future avenues, especially the extension to the
formalisation of the evaluation process.

Index Terms—Information sources, Information quality, Un-
certainty, Maritime Situational Awareness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Maritime Surveillance Systems are designed to support of

Maritime Security operators during their daily tasks, ensuring

safety and security of maritime navigation and transport,

sustainable fisheries and exploitation of ocean resources (e.g.,

[1]). These systems continuously collect, fuse, elaborate and

visually represent information from heterogeneous sensors

networks. Operators interact with the system getting under-

standing of the situation dynamics, requesting further informa-

tion as needed and taking decisions according to pre-planned

sequences of actions.

This information can be semantically augmented through

correlation with contextual data, specific databases or reg-

istries, and integration with geographical layers, for instance

from map services such as the OGC WMS (Web Map Service
1), GIS data, or environmental data (either in situ or models).

The information is directly elaborated by the system, contin-

gently to the operational task and upon the guidance of the

analyst, whose mission may be triggered by some intelligence

reports complemented with other evidence about the situation

at hand.

1http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms

Last decades technological developments not only increased

the number of available sources of information (e.g., new

sensors, public databases, social media, open sources, digi-

talised documents, Internet of Things) but also the variety of

features and data formats [2]. The use of multiple sources

of information, can indeed improve situation awareness by

either complementing or confirming the partial views of

independent sources, but nevertheless increases uncertainty.

Indeed, different sources may provide conflicting information,

for instance because of faulty or intentionally manipulated

sensors [2], making uncertainty handling and communication

critical issues in information fusion systems.

At the maritime institutional level, standardisation and

harmonisation initiatives are ongoing to cope with data and

systems interoperability and information exchange, including

the EUropean test bed for the maritime Common Information

Sharing Environment (EU-CISE) [3] and the Maritime Infor-

mation Sharing Environment (MISE)2. These environments

rely on common vocabularies and data models providing

specification guidances for efficient information sharing within

Maritime Authorities.

Most of standards and data models include a series of con-

cepts related to source and information quality with associated

rating scales, acknowledging the importance of communicat-

ing this meta-information together with the core information.

Source reliability, information credibility, confidence, source
type, etc, are so many dimensions that influence the global

uncertainty of the fusion systems and that should be consid-

ered by mathematical uncertainty representation and reasoning

schemes.

The URREF (Uncertainty Representation and Reasoning

Evaluation Framework) ontology was proposed by Costa et
al. [4] to identify and manipulate criteria for assessing not the

fusion algorithm as a whole but rather its specific components

of uncertainty representation and reasoning. The URREF

describes the multifaceted aspects of uncertainty in infor-

mation fusion, and proposes reference criteria for assessing

uncertainty handling in support of Decision Support Systems

[5], [6]. The formalisation of the URREF ontology may be

used and further expanded to characterise the uncertainty

representation of the different aspects involved in knowledge

2https://www.niem.gov/about-niem/success-stories/maritime-information-
sharing-environment
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driven systems.

In this paper, we define the links between the URREF

concepts of Source and DataCriteria and propose an ontology

of information and source quality formalising the main entities

that build up information quality in information systems. The

discussion is illustrated in the maritime surveillance context

where situational awareness needs to be built.

In Section II, we first briefly review some related work on

ontologies for maritime situation awareness and summarise

recent work on the Uncertainty Representation and Reasoning

Evaluation Framework (URREF) focused on the relationship

between sources of information and associated quality. Section

III presents the information and source quality ontology, the

main contribution of this paper. In Section IV, we refine the

relative notion of a source of information and describe how

a software tool (implementing a fusion algorithm) can itself

be a source of information. Section V finally concludes this

paper opening on open issues and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Maritime Surveillance

Maritime Surveillance Systems process a variety of infor-

mation. The definition of Information Sources encompasses

anything with the ability of generating relevant information

for the specific operational task at hand, disregarding the form

and format. The quality of information sources drives the

selection of the relevant sources among those available in order

to conduct the mission.

Examples of information sources for maritime Intelligence

Surveillance Reconnaissance (ISR) are T-AIS (Terrestrial-

Automatic Identification System) receivers/base stations, High

Frequency (HF)-Radars, Long Range Tracking and Identi-

fication (LRIT) Systems, CTD (Conductivity, Temperature,

“Depth”) sensors, sea state models, underwater hydrophones,

tracking software, human operators or analysts.

The information may be structured (e.g., vessel reg-

istry), semi-structured (e.g., AIS messages, Meteorological

and Oceanographic (METOC) observations), or unstructured

(e.g., a warning phone or radio conversation between a coast

guard official and a vessel captain possibly recorded in a

document). Structured, and in some cases semi-structured,

information can be split into smaller information units which

may be interpreted separately and which syntax is described

in standards and specification documents (e.g., the National

Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) format3 and Inter-

national Telecommunication Union (ITU)4 recommendation

ITUR M.13714 for AIS). This is the case of some fields of

AIS messages (e.g., IMO number, Destination, and Estimated

Time of Arrival (ETA), in AIS message number 5), of variables

in oceanographic datasets (e.g., surface temperature), of the

columns in a database table (vessel name, in the European

Fleet Registry database). Each of these units has a value

3www.nmea.org
4www.itu.int

(or sometime multiple values) associated, which semantics is

encoded in the specification.

The ontology we propose in Section III aims at capturing

the different aspects of source and information quality as

exemplified just here for Maritime Situation Awareness.

B. Ontology for Maritime Situational Awareness

Despite being an important and challenging operational

area and regardless of the growing interest received by the

research community in the last years, an agreed definition

of Maritime Situational Awareness (MSA) had long been

lacking. However, different research groups have proposed

ontological conceptualisation of the underlying aspects of

MSA [7], [8]. Kokar et al. propose in [7] an ontology-based

formalisation for Situation Awareness using OWL-Full and

RuleML. The resulting ontology is called Situation Theory

Ontology, a high-level ontology that may be applied to for-

malise Situation Awareness as specified by Endsley [9] in

any domain. In [8] the same authors extend the discussion

to modelling and querying geographical entities for inferring

suspicious activities and discuss examples of formalisation

for Maritime Security. Laskey et al. [10], [11] propose a

probabilistic extension of the Web Ontology Language OWL,

namely PR-OWL 2, incorporating a semantic formalisation

of uncertainty. Specifically, it includes constructs to formalise

Bayesian networks using OWL. The paper [10] addresses

compatibility issues of the previous version of the upper

ontology PR-OWL with OWL, and proposes a case study for

the formalisation of uncertain maritime domain knowledge,

discussing the identification of ships of interest exhibiting

a suspicious behaviour or having suspicious characteristics.

Events the authors formalise include unusual routes, rendez-
vous, evasive behaviour, or crew members involved in terror-

ism. A consistent part of the literature on ontology for MSA

tackles the semantic formalisation of behavioural patterns for

the detection of maritime anomalies and their systematic clas-

sification in taxonomies and ontologies [12], [13], [14]. Other

work addresses specific features of the maritime information,

like uncertainty representation [10], [11], data integration [15],

or automatic classification of ship behaviour [16], [17].

C. Uncertainty Representation and Reasoning Evaluation
Framework

The Uncertainty Representation and Reasoning Evaluation

Framework (URREF) ontology is being developed since 2011

with the aim of providing a sound and rational support for

evaluation of uncertainty handling in fusion algorithms [4].

The URREF ontology has evolved further along the years, last

contribution being [6], and the specific aspects of uncertainty

representation have been discussed in separate work consid-

ering different awareness scenarios. For instance, [18] inves-

tigates the uncertainty representation in Bayesian networks,

while [19] examines the sources of uncertainty in information

fusion. In [20], uncertainty assessment criteria in the URREF

are provided a detailed categorisation of input information

for the comparison of expressiveness of two classical fusion
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schemes, illustrated on a maritime use case of addressing a

typical threat assessment scenario.
Beside the identification and definition of lists of criteria for

uncertainty representation and reasoning assessment (classes

RepresentationCriteria and ReasoningCriteria), the classes

DataCriteria and DataHandlingCriteria support the assess-

ment of input and output data and data handling respectively.

Peripheral concepts also exist such as UncertaintyDerivation,

UncertaintyNature or UncertaintyType which aim at character-

ising the uncertainty to be captured and represented [20]. Also,

the concept of Source (of information) relates to information

and data to be processed. In [21], several source quality

dimensions are identified, some of them being actually closely

connected to some DataCriteria (e.g., ObservationalSensitiv-
ity, SelfConfidence and Objectivity).

The current version of the ontology sees DataCriteria
gathering various aspects of data quality among which Rel-
evanceToProblem, WeightOfEvidence, Credibility and Quality.

The concept of Credibility is itself split into ObservationalSen-
sitivity, SelfConfidence and Objectivity, suggesting that the

credibility of a piece of information depends on several quality

aspects of the source which provided it. In [22] the following

about the relationships between information and source quality

on the one hand, and between information and the related

criteria of uncertainty handling on the other hand is noticed:

• Source quality vs information quality: For a fair rating

process, source and information should be assessed inde-

pendently. This allows to consider that a source of “good”

quality may provide occasionally information of “bad”

quality. Possibly, any Information Quality (IQ) dimension

can be translated into a Source Quality (SQ) dimension.

SQ differs from IQ in the sense that SQ is more perennial

and IQ is rather instantaneous although source quality can

still change over time;

• Assessing source quality: By definition, source of infor-

mation provides information and thus should be assessed

primarily according to the information it outputs. In

this case, the SQ is assessed based on past experiences,

experiments. However, other SQ dimensions can be as-

sessed based on the ability of the source to provide

information of good quality, without actually analysing

the information provided. This is the case for instance

of sources subject to manipulation, or within a context

favoring deception;

• Using SQ: During the operation phase, when the source

actually provides information to be processed by the

fusion system (algorithm), its quality is used to modify

the information provided. The uncertainty representation

and reasoning process should be able to capture and

account for SQ, to correct the pieces of information

provided by the source (either discount or reinforce) on

the basis of prior knowledge of SQ;

• SQ vs fusion algorithm quality: Within a network of

heterogeneous agents, the notion of source is relative, and

depends on the perspective at hand. Some agent may be

a source of information for another agent, who is itself

a source for another one. A fusion system (algorithm)

as a whole should be assessed similarly to sources of

information, and should share the criteria based on the

output only. The SQ should be assessed according to the

source’s ability to provide information, and its internal

reasoning process should not be characterized in detail.

Fig. 1. Embedded assessments of source, information and algorithm [22]

Figure 1 illustrates the different assessment criteria classes

involved (SourceQualityCriteria, InformationQualityCriteria
input or output), UncertaintyRepresentationCriteria and Rea-
soningCriteria). Moreover, it is displayed how SQ is possi-

bly captured by the uncertainty representation (or reasoning

process) and how IQ is possibly transferred to SQ after a

learning phase. Finally, the orange boxes illustrate the relative

notion of “source” and how the fusion algorithm together with

the sources can be wrapped into another source to provide

information to be processed by another fusion algorithm.

Both SQ and IQ impact the assessment of uncertainty

representation. On the one hand, the choice of uncertainty

representation is driven by IQ dimensions as they are related

to uncertainty characterisation. The choice depends on the

nature of uncertainty and its derivation. It should also capture

properly information imperfection such as uncertainty, incom-

pleteness (or imprecision), gradualism or granularity [23]. On

the other hand, once the uncertainty model is selected, its

instantiation could be expected to account for the SQ and

correct the singular statement (discount or reinforce) based

on prior knowledge of the quality of this source.

In the remaining of this paper we propose a formalised

articulation of IQ, SQ, and software (or algorithm) quality,

as a basis for further refining the URREF ontology.

III. INFORMATION AND SOURCE QUALITY (ISQ)

ONTOLOGY

The Information and Source Quality (ISQ) ontology is

presented in the following subsections. Figure 2 illustrates

an excerpt of the top-level concepts of the ISQ ontology,

including different information-related concepts (classes of

instances) and the relationships (object properties) among

them. The ontology concepts are depicted as rounded labeled

rectangles. Associations between concepts are represented by

arrows: inheritance relationships (i.e., ”is-a”) are unlabeled

arrows with white/empty head; labeled arrows with black
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heads are object properties named as the corresponding labels;

starred labeled arrows (rel∗) are multivalued associations.

Fig. 2. Excerpt of ISQ ontology: top-level graph illustrating information and
information sources and their quality.

A. From Information Source to Datasets

The class Information source gathers the instances of all

relevant or available sources of information. These may be

conveniently organised in subclasses, according to their com-

mon characteristics. For example, we can further partition

the general class Information source into subclasses gather-

ing Surveillance sensors, Environmental Sensors, Maritime
Registry(ies) and Gazetteers (e.g., port databases, vessel and

maritime companies registries, company), Navigation sources
(e.g., Nautical charts, navigation aids).

As represented in Figure 2, each instance of Information
source may generate multiple Piece(s) of Information (cf. the

multi-valued object property generatesPOI* and its inverse

isGeneratedByIS). For instance, a terrestrial AIS (T-AIS) re-

ceiver may generate different types of AIS messages, which

may be broken down into different pieces of information ac-

cording to the different AIS message fields. Each information

piece matches a real World Feature in the domain of interest.

MSA world features concerning vessels include vessel name,

vessel dynamics (position and speed at a certain instant in

time), but they may also correspond to more abstract features

such as behaviour or intent for a single vessel, or to events of

interest involving possibly several vessels (e.g., rendez-vous

event). This relationship is modelled in the ontology through

the object property isValueForWorldFeature defined for the

concept Piece Of Information, and its inverse hasObservation
which connects any world feature with the piece of infor-

mation describing it. This relationship, as explained in more

detail in Section IV-B, contributes to data and information’s

interpretation.

Piece(s) of Information may be gathered in Datasets (cf.

the object property isGatheredBy) or conversely, an instance

of Dataset gathers multiple Piece(s) of Information. For the

scope of this work, a dataset is a plain collection of pieces

of information, fully represented, either as they are generated

by the source or in a more convenient format (e.g., post-

processed). Other forms of gathering of information pieces

in datasets such as sampling, summarisation or aggregation

of samples are not discussed here, but the formalisation we

propose may be extended to support them as well.

B. Quality of Information and Sources

All information-related concepts introduced above may be

quality rated. This is illustrated in Figure 2 with light purple

boxes, where concepts Information Source, Piece of Informa-
tion and Dataset have associated object properties that connect

them to Information Source Quality, Piece of Information
Quality and Dataset Quality, respectively.

1) Intertwined SQ and IQ: It is important to note that the

quality of all instances of information-related concepts may be

leveraged to derive the quality of the associated instances (via

object properties) in other classes. The quality of a piece of

information may be assessed relying on the quality rating, or

the reliability of the source that generated it [21]: for instance,

if we are aware that a camera distorts colours, the quality of

the video samples it produces may be lowered accordingly;

the quality of an AIS message field may be derived from the

reliability of the AIS receiver it comes from. Analogously, the

quality of a dataset may be evaluated considering the quality

of the pieces of information it is composed of: for instance,

the quality of an AIS messages dataset may be derived from

the quality of given AIS fields, considering for instance the

known global accuracy of kinematic and static features.

When considering multiple sources of information, the

accuracy of a piece of information may be estimated relatively

to other reported pieces of information by other sources. In this

case, some inconsistencies may be revealed and the credibility
of the information decreased [24].

Conversely, the reliability of an information source may

be quantified analysing the quality of the information it

produces. For instance, after assessing the recordings (i.e., the

information samples) of a set of cameras measuring the height

of waves, we could conclude that one of them has an erroneous

calibration. and graded of “bad” quality. Later, based on this

assessment, it could be excluded from the list of sensors to be

used for estimating the sea state.

Beside the task or operational scenario, the SQ, and likewise

the IQ, may be differently affected by their properties or

features, as described below.

2) Quality Features: In the ISQ ontology, the properties

that are relevant for quality assessment are defined as sub-

properties of a generic, defined at top-level, quality-related

property. For instance, in the top-level concept Information
Source, the upper object property hasQualityFeature connect-

ing Information Sources with World Features may be refined

by different sub-properties defined in the information sources
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subclasses. These should be conveniently defined to leverage

the characteristics of different sources.

To exemplify, suppose the class Information Source in the

ISQ ontology is extended to include a class for Positional
Sensors, such as AIS and Radar sources. The quality of these

sources is likely dependent on the accuracy of position and

speed reported by the sensors for the objects they observe.

We may model explicitly this knowledge in the ISQ class

Positional Sensor by including two properties, hasPosition-
QualityFeature and hasSpeedQualityFeature, defined as sub-

properties of the object property hasQualityFeature. If we want

to model also the two quality assessments, we also define other

two Positional Sensor object properties: hasPositionAccuracy
and hasSpeedAccuracy, connecting Positional Sensor to In-
formation Source Quality. Supposing that the class Positional
Sensor is further refined, and that we want to model AIS

sensors which accuracy depends on static information, we

define a class AIS with a property hasStaticInformationQual-
ityFeature, sub-property of hasQualityFeature. We may also

define a property hasStaticInformationAccuracy connecting

AIS to Information Source Quality to link the AIS sources

with the assessment quality.

As for the quality assessment of information-related con-

cepts, the assessment of implicitly represented concepts de-

pends on the quality evaluation of the related instances. For

example, the assessment of a type of source may be inferred

from the quality evaluation of all the sources instantiated

for the class representing that type, if the class’ population

is representative of the type itself. The same applies for all

common characteristics of a class.

In the example above, once the ISQ ontology is populated

with enough source instances, the class of Positional Sensors

may be qualitatively assessed relying on the quality evaluation

of all the instances of the class, while the assessment for the

class of AIS would rely on the quality assessment of AIS

instances only, which would be based also on the accuracy of

static features. Note that, lacking the support for class prop-

erties, such class assessment is not be explicitly formalised in

the ontology. Given the above example, the ontology should be

extended to include singleton classes to formalise information

source types (e.g., Information Source Type). Similarly, the

assessment of pieces of information classes may rely on the

quality of their instances, and to formally represent them,

the ontology should be extended with the concepts Piece of
Information Type to include instance of the representing type.

Type-related concepts may be useful to exploit the common

(global) characteristics, conveniently represented as properties

in the corresponding class. For instance, the value of certain

fields of AIS messages are manually inserted and therefore

are prone to errors and falsifications (e.g., this is the case

of the destination and the next port of call fields). Once the

instances of this feature types are created, they may have a

property to formalise the type quality, and a high uncertainty

may be assigned to it, and used to qualify the quality of a AIS

message and of the AIS message types that contains those

fields. Similarly, the same information may be leveraged to

assess the quality of the source type, i.e., AIS, beside the

quality of a specific receiver. Indeed, as the quality of a class

may be derived from the quality of its instances, the quality

of the class may be leveraged to evaluating the quality of its

instances.

3) Quality as Relevant Information: Finally, in the ISQ

ontology, Information Quality assessment is a piece of valu-

able information to the operator and that we would like to

be considered by the information fusion system. This idea is

enforced by explicitly modelling the inheritance relationship

between the classes Information Quality and Piece of Informa-
tion in the ontology, as depicted in Figure 2. As a consequence,

sources providing information quality assessment are part of

the relevant sources of information to be represented by the

ISQ ontology. It is the case of an intelligence analyst providing

credibility and reliability rating of a piece of information, or

of a classifier which training phase came out with a confusion

matrix or predictive recognition rates. This relationship allows

then to consider source reliability as a value for a World

Feature of interest about which some uncertainty can be

expressed.

IV. INFORMATION PROCESSING TOOLS AS SOURCES OF

INFORMATION

As discussed in the previous section and in [21], the notion

of “source of information” is relative to the objective for which

the pieces of information it produces are used for. A sensor

(e.g. a radar) is an example of source of information, but

also is a software, consuming information produced by other

sources. For instance, tracking software, like other information

fusion software elaborate pieces of information produced by

positional sensors and output object tracks themselves being

further ingested by other higher-level fusion algorithms to

produce for instance some threat assessment.

In the ISQ ontology, the class Software Tool is defined

as a specific category of Information Source (cf. Figure 3)

and, differently from other information sources, Software Tools
use other sources as input (cf. the multivalued relationship

inputs). Analogously to other sources, a Software Tool gen-

erates pieces of information (cf. the multivalued relationship

genertatesPOI* inherited from Information Source).

To exemplify how software tools relate to information

sources, Figure 4 illustrates an instance of a Software Tool and

its relationships with information concepts. The Vessel Routes
Extraction Tool implements a Vessel Routes Characterisation
Algorithm and processes Positional Information to generate

Vessel Routes. This is formalised by an ontology axiom (the

dotted line in the figure) on the object property inputs*
originally defined in class Software Tool, that restricts the

values of this property to Positional Information for all the

instances of class Vessel Traffic Characterisation Software. An

example of Positional Information is the one provided by the

AIS. In the figure, the tool processes AIS information and

produces the La Spezia Routes dataset.
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Fig. 3. Excerpt of the ISQ ontology including top-level concepts of statistical information sources for statistical based information processing.

Fig. 4. ISQ ontology excerpt representing two information sources. A Maritime Situational Awareness tool, given positional information, outputs vessels
routes and related pieces of information. Circles represent class instances. Dotted lines represent object properties with restrictions formalised by axioms.

A. Algorithms and Hypothesis Testing

Each Software Tool implements an Algorithm. The excerpt

of the ISQ ontology displayed in Figure 3 focuses on a

software implementing an algorithm for hypothesis testing

relying on a statistical modelling such as for instance the

ones described in [25]. The Algorithm class may be further
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expanded to include model training algorithms, quality assess-

ment algorithms, data mining algorithms, or any other type

of algorithm producing information about World Features of

interest.

As depicted in Figure 3, Hypothesis Testing algorithms

discriminate among a set of hypotheses, specified as instances

of class Hypothesis (cf. the multivalued relationship hasHy-
pothesisToChoose*). The algorithm decides the hypothesis on

the basis of a Statistical Model (cf. the relationship hasModel
between Hypothesis Testing and Statistical Model), which

elaborates the Probabilistic Distributions of each hypothesis,

based on the knowledge of the observed state given by the

data in input and eventually some prior knowledge. The

probabilistic distribution corresponds to an uncertainty repre-

sentation to be further evaluated by the URREF [22]. Observed

states are modelled by Random Variables, while hypotheses

correspond to possible values of a Decision Variable. The

decision among the possible hypotheses (corresponding to

a decision variable value) is taken according to a Decision
Rule. Random Variables and Decision Variables are associated

to features in the domain, or World Features. The Feature
Selection and Extraction step provides valuations for random

variables and has a corresponding observation, itself a piece

of information. The observations are chosen among the pieces

of information produced by the class of sources defined in

input for the corresponding software. The excerpt of the ISQ

ontology in Figure 5 shows a software tool implementing a

vessel destination hypothesis testing algorithm. The software

tool Vessel Destination Prediction Software implements a

Vessel Destination Testing relying on the Vessel Destination
Statistical Model and infers the Vessel Destination Distri-
bution. The conditional probability of the Decision Variable
Vessel Destination given the Observed Vessel Kinematic State
Vector (positions and speed) is computed and the maximum a

posteriori probability (MAP) is applied as a decision rule. The

modelling proposed in the ISQ is compliant with the URREF,

where a statistical model and derived probability distribution

implicitly encode an uncertainty representation affecting the

reasoning applied to infer new states of variables such as

decision variables.

B. Interpreting Information

The interpretation of data and model features is given by

ontology relationships that explicitly map the corresponding

concepts to domain features: in Figure 3, Random Variable
and Decision Variable connect to World Feature through the

relationships (models WorldFeature defined in class Variable.

For instance, the vessel speed is a world feature that may be

represented in a kinematic model either as a decision or a ran-

dom variable speed (in case the model is estimating the vessel

speed, or using it for further inference respectively). The speed

of the vessel may also be reported or estimated in surveillance

data. For instance, values of speed measured by vessel instru-

ments are reported in AIS message 5 in field speed over
ground (SOG). Both the model feature speed and the SOG
field of AIS represent vessel speed in mathematical models and

data, and their interpretation is given explicitly in the ontology

through the relationships described above. These interpretation

relationships complement the relation isValueforWorldFeature
that connects Piece of Information to World Feature.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed the Information and Sources

Quality (ISQ) ontology, a top-level ontology describing the

relationships between information quality and information

sources quality. We exemplified its use in support to the design

of algorithmic solutions for Maritime Situational Awareness.

This proposed ontology is compliant with the Uncertainty Rep-

resentation and Reasoning Evaluation Framework (URREF)

ontology and expands the notions of Source of information
defined therein, and Quality listed among the data criteria

that relate to information for uncertainty representation. We

formalise the construction of datasets from information items

provided by information sources, and connects their corre-

sponding quality. We expand the idea that a source is relative to

the fusion algorithm and noticeably the implementations of fu-

sion algorithms and quality assessment algorithms are defined

in the ISQ ontology as sources of information. In alignment

with the URREF approach, they are also source of uncertainty.

In the ISQ ontology, we also formalised the algorithmic as-

pects of hypothesis testing and include the necessary support to

model and information interpretation. The ontology is a basis

for the development a shared conceptualisation of information

and source related concepts together with their quality for an

enlightened consideration of uncertainty handling in the design

of data models supporting information sharing for Maritime

Situational Awareness. This ontology is also an enabler toward

an improved harmonisation of vocabulary, understanding and

communication between scientists and Subject Matter Experts

in this domain.
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